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2 Royal Australian Regiment Foundation 

 

PLEASE JOIN US…. 
 
 

2014 ROYAL AUSTRALIAN REGIMENT FOUNDATION ANNUAL DINNER 

 

Following the success of the 2013 dinner, the RAR Foundation will once again join with the 

RAR Association (ACT Branch) in celebrating the Regimental Birthday at the Canberra 

Institute of Technology Restaurant on Thursday 20 November 2014. 

 

The Hassett Award will be also presented to the Best Junior Leader (Lance Corporal, Corporal 

or Lieutenant) in the Regiment at the dinner. 

 

Dress will be lounge suit, no medals. Timings are 1830 for 1900. Cost is $80.00 per head. 

 

To secure your place, please book and pay no later than Friday 7 November by: 

 

advising us by mail or e-mail of your acceptance (hq@rarfoundation.org.au); 

making your payment; and 

advising us if you have any special dietary requirements. 

 

Payment should be made by cheque to the RAR Foundation or by direct deposit to: 

 

Account Name: RAR Foundation; 

BSB:   112 908; 

Account Number: 043 368 817; and 

Description:  Surname/Dinner 

 

The Restaurant is located on the 1st Floor, Building K, Canberra Institute of Technology, 

Constitution Avenue, Reid. 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:hq@rarfoundation.org.au


PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

The Royal Australian Regiment Foundation has 

continued to make strong progress during 2014 with 

the awarding of the first three tertiary scholarships to 

children of those who have served in the Royal 

Australian Regiment. We have also seen one of our 

Life Governors appointed as the Governor General of 

the Commonwealth of Australia and His Excellency 

General Sir Peter Cosgrove has accepted our invitation 

to be the Patron of the Foundation.  

 

The other initiative that has met with strong support in 

2014 has been the creation of an additional category of 

supporter to the Foundation known as Benefactor. I 

congratulate all those who have achieved this status 

now and encourage all our other supporters to consider 

providing that level of support to the Foundation in the 

future.  

 

I look forward to the Annual Dinner in Canberra on 

20th November that is co-hosted with the ACT Branch 

of the RAR Association and coincides with our 

Regimental Birthday and the opportunity to present 

this year’s winner of the Hassett Trophy.  

 

This year saw one our Foundation’s great servants 

Brigadier Chris Appleton step down after providing 

wonderful service as a Director on the Board and I 

would like to thank Chris for his contribution to the 

Foundation and to welcome John Walters, a former 

officer of the Regiment to the Board.  

 

I would like to thank our Secretary Brigadier Mark 

Bornholt for his efforts throughout the year as our 

Secretary and to Brooke Seivers our new Office 

Manager for her great work. I would also like to thank 

my fellow Directors for their efforts and support 

throughout the year as we  continue the great work of 

the Foundation supporting the soldiers of our 

Regiment. 

 

Mark Kelly 

Major General M A Kelly AO, DSC, (Retd) 

President – RAR Foundation 

 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS – September 2013 

Chairman: MAJGEN M.A. Kelly AO, DSC (Retd); 

Director/Secretary/Public Officer: BRIG M.D. Bornholt 

AM (Retd); Directors: BRIG S.J. Dunn AM (Retd); BRIG 

M.J. Moon DSC, MAJ G.A. Crosland; WO D. Ashley AM; 

Mr C.E. Fitzgerald; Mr L.A. Cusack; COL J.P. Blain DSC, 

CSC; Mr J.C.M. Walters; Associate Directors: LTCOL M. 

Constable; BRIG C. Field CSC. 

SECRETARY’S REPORT 2014 

 

2014 has been a very successful year, our new initiatives 

have been launched and our financial position 

strengthened.  Our Board has been settled with only 

one change in the year; Chris Appleton stood down 

after five years and was replaced by John Walters.  We 

are now starting to see the benefits of having more 

Directors with business backgrounds.   We also 

welcomed the Governor General of the 

Commonwealth of Australia back to the Foundation as 

the Patron and we look forward to his support over the 

next five years.   

 

Sadly we lost Mrs Shirley East, the widow of the late 

Colonel Colin East who passed away in February.  

Colin and Shirley were great supporters of the 

Foundation and Shirley was our first National 

Benefactor.  She will be missed by us all.  We have 

been advised by the legal team handling her estate that 

once her affairs are finalised, we should be the 

recipients of the balance of her estate.  We expect this 

to be completed sometime in 2015 and will make 

appropriate announcements on the website when that 

occurs.  In the mean time we continue to provide the 

Colin East Legacy through trophies presented for 

courses at the School of Infantry.  

 

Our primary objective remains the acquisition of 

sufficient funds to enable the Foundation to make 

charitable financial grants to soldiers within the Royal 

Australian Regiment, or their families who are 

financially challenged due to exigencies of the soldier’s 

service to the Nation.  The long term objective is to 

provide education assistance to children of soldiers 

who have served in the Regiment whilst continuing to 

support serving soldiers and their families.  We make 

only grants, not loans.  The longer term objective is 

beginning to be recognised as funds are accumulated.   

 

Our strategy is to grow the funds necessary to achieve 

the objectives of the Foundation by recruiting new 

supporters, sponsors and benefactors and to manage 

funds to ensure annual growth. 

 

The creation of a new category of financial supporter – 

the “Benefactor” was designed to stimulate individual 

donations from Life Governors and generated an 

outstanding response.  $43,000 was donated by our 

new benefactors and we identified a large number of 

individuals who automatically became benefactors as 

they had progressively donated in excess of $1,000 

through the Army pay allotment system or regular 

donations.   

Our other new initiative, the tertiary scholarship was 

launched in 2014.  The scholarship was designed not 
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only to provide support to children of soldiers but also 

to encourage corporate sponsorship of the Foundation.  

Corporate sponsorship will take longer to mature but 

we are beginning to see companies and institutions 

make approaches to us wanting to provide support 

through funding a scholarship.  

  

We provided scholarships of $3,000 to each of three 

children of soldiers who had previously served in the 

Regiment.  We will continue this in 2015 with the 

addition of three further scholarships whilst we 

continue to fund the original recipients with a further 

$3,000.00 for their second year of study.  As further 

funds are accumulated it is intended to expand this 

program to each of the battalions of the Regiment and 

to provide additional discretionary funds to Battalions 

to assist them to provide for regimental activities which 

meet the objectives of the Foundation and are not 

available through normal Commonwealth provisions.  

 

In 2014 we provided grants to the family of the late 

Captain Paul McKay to assist with attendance at his 

funeral and to the RAR Corporation for the purchase 

of new pews for the National Memorial Walk 

contemplation building. 

 

Our overall performance is measured by the increase 

in funds and the number of financial supporters.  In 

themselves they are key performance indicators. 

However, continued robust support for the Foundation 

from the Regiment for our activities is a more subtle 

and constant indicator of our performance. This 

unmeasurable attitude continues to increase but 

requires constant reinforcement with the key staff of 

the Battalions. 

 

The net result of operations in 2014 was an operating 

surplus of $63,515 (2013 : $38,523).  Total Assets were 

$606,196 (2013 : $542,680).  These assets are all held 

in cash.  Liabilities are restricted to cash retained on 

trust for 4RAR ($48,155).  The annual result reflects 

the significant increase in base funding as a result of the 

creation of the Benefactor category and continuing 

support through donations and allotments.  We 

currently have 555 Life Governors of whom 119 are 

Benefactors and we have 102 regular allotters of funds.  

This is the number we must increase if we are to realise 

our full potential.  In 2014 we also formally wound up 

the Queensland Trust and transferred retained funds 

to the general account.   

 

We welcomed another Corporate Sponsor in 2014.  

Spearpoint Solutions & Technology Pty Ltd is an 

Australian company operating in the Defence, Security, 

First Responder and Outdoor Enthusiast sectors in the 

Australian and New Zealand region.  The company is 

located in Queanbeyan and operated by ex RAR 

officer Dan Skinner. 

   

We appointed our first mascot as a Life Governor 

when the soldiers of 8/9 RAR raised money to 

nominate PTE MacArthur – we expect them to soon 

raise enough money to make him a Benefactor and 

eventually a National Benefactor.  

 

We continued to be recipients of generous donations 

from individuals and groups.  A group of soldiers from 

3 RAR conducted a charity run and raised $3,365.50.  

Glenn Crosland sponsored the 2013 dinner and also 

made continuing generous donations in 2014 and 

Shirley East made a large donation shortly before she 

passed away. 

 

2014 has seen us consolidate the new office.  The 

website is now regularly updated, accurate and a great 

source of information about the Regiment and the 

Foundation.  It is used regularly by the soldiers.  We 

have recently launched our presence on Linkedin and 

will shortly launch a Facebook site administered by the 

corporate office.  The use of these social mediums will 

significantly enhance our ability to communicate with 

soldiers and with sponsors, industry and our Life 

Governors. 

 

In the office we welcomed a new Office Manager, Mrs 

Brooke Seivers who replaced Lucy Bermingham in 

February.  Brooke has done a wonderful job in 

finalising the data base of our supporters and in getting 

our affairs ready to transition from regulation by ASIC 

to the newly created Australian Charities and Not for 

Profit Commission (ACNC).  

 

In accordance with the ACNC Act 2012, the 

Foundation is now registered as a “Small Charity” and 

we are no longer required to submit audited accounts.   

 

The Foundation intends to provide financial 

information voluntarily to the ACNC in our annual 

information statement and our accounts will be 

reviewed and certified independently at the end of each 

Financial Year. You can review our annual statements 

and accounts by accessing the ACNC website, our 2014 

information was posted in September. 

 

The Hassett trophy again resulted in some outstanding 

junior leaders being nominated by their Battalions.  

The Army Shop also advised us of their intention to 

sponsor the trophy through the provision of the 

perpetual figurine.  Our decision to announce the 

winner early and present the trophy at the dinner was a 

great success and we will once again follow that 

template this year.  Our 2013 dinner, combined with 
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the ACT Branch of the RAR Association was strongly 

supported and will be the model for the future.  Sadly 

the Association President, Brigadier Damian Roche 

who had been instrumental in bringing us together 

passed away in January.  Our future dinners will be a 

legacy of his commitment to the Regiment. 

 

Our major challenge remains being relevant to and 

having support from our soldiers.  I encourage leaders 

to continue to get soldiers to enrol as supporters.  They 

will in the future need to make their donations through 

a regular deduction from their bank accounts as the 

traditional Army allotment system has been closed.   

Details of how to do this are on the website.  For those 

of you who have retired you may also consider making 

a regular modest deduction from your bank account to 

the Foundation. We have a few people who do this 

now and their contributions quickly mount up.  In no 

time at all you will join our other 119 Benefactors and 

be recorded appropriately.   

 

In closing, thank you to those who have volunteered to 

support the Foundation - the Directors in particular 

and to Brooke for all of her hard work.  I also once 

again thank the Battalions and our soldiers for their 

contributions to this publication and their ongoing 

support.   

 

 

Mark Bornholt 

Secretary 

The Royal Australian Regiment Foundation 

 

HASSETT AWARD FOR LEADERSHIP 2014 

The nominees for the Hassett Award for the best 

junior leader in the Regiment for 2014 were: 

 

1 RAR – CPL Brodie Jason Keating 

2 RAR – CPL Daniel Luke Smith 

3 RAR – CPL Dale Mackenzie Macaskill 

5 RAR – LT Joel Richard Sloane 

6 RAR – CPL Glen Thomas Lawrence 

7 RAR – CPL Christopher Osborne 

8/9 RAR – CPL Christopher Saxby 

 

The winner of the Hassett Award for 2014 is CPL 

Daniel Smith who will be presented with the trophy by 

the Governor General at the annual Foundation dinner 

on 20 November 2014. 

 

Extracts from the CO’s citation: 

“In 2007, Corporal Smith was commended for his 

performance while deployed with Reconstruction Task 

Force Three in Afghanistan. Most notably while under 

fire he repeatedly assisted in regaining the initiative to 

sway the outcome of a significant battle in the 

Dorafshan Region in Uruzghan. 

Corporal Smith is recognised as a junior leader who is 

driven by the pursuit of excellence. He seeks out ways 

to apply himself and his soldiers through tough and 

challenging training opportunities.  His drive and 

engaging approach has led to outstanding results with 

his soldiers in individual and team skills. His 

exceptional performance is highlighted by a calm 

leadership style, sensible approach to decision making 

and a superior level of battle fitness and conditioning. 

 

In the joint environment Corporal Smith has been 

instrumental in the training, developmental and 

integration of new operating procedures for infantry 

sections as part of the battalion’s new amphibious role.   

In 2013 Corporal Smith successfully completed Subject 

1 for Sergeant, as a first year corporal and achieved an 

excellent result finishing as the Student of Merit on a 

course filled many talented and more senior NCOs. 

 

Corporal Smith led the 2 RAR Cambrian Patrol Team 

in 2013.  The team won the gold medal in the event for 

the first time in 27 years.  In 2014, Corporal Smith was 

posted to Support Company as a reconnaissance patrol 

commander and guided his section to win the 2014 

Battalion Military skills competition. 

 

Corporal Smith has constantly devoted his efforts to 

leading and providing realistic training to his soldiers in 

infantry skills and battle fitness.  CPL Smith’s distinct 

ability to understand higher intent is somewhat 

uncommon and he uses self-discipline and example to 

train soldiers to the highest standard, clearly setting him 

apart from other NCOs”. 

 

FINANCIAL REPORT 

 

The financial position of the Foundation at the end of 

Financial Year 2014 was: 

 Net assets at the end of the last financial year 

totalled $542,680. 

 Net assets at 1 July 2014 were $606,196. 

 

Four grants were made in 2013/14 as follows: 

 $519.45 – 1 RAR – Travel for funeral of family 

member  
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 $1000.00 – Replacement Pew for the National 

Memorial Walk Contemplation Building 

Details of our financial position can be seen on the 

ACNC website at www.acnc.gov.au 

 

 

LIFE GOVERNOR LAPEL PINS 

 

Lapel pins are available for Life Governors. Below is 

an example of what the pin looks like.  

 
If you are a Life Governor and would like a pin, please 

contact Brooke at the RAR Foundation office.  If you 

would like to become a Life Governor there are a few 

ways this is possible. You can send a cheque for $500 

to the RAR Foundation or you can Direct Deposit this 

amount into our bank account (details below). You can 

also set up a Direct Deposit into the RAR Foundation 

account on a weekly or fortnightly basis. Once you 

reach the amount of $500 you will become a Life 

Governor of the Foundation. On reaching $1000 you 

will be recognised as a Benefactor. All the information 

and Enrolment form is available on our website –  

www.rarfoundation.org.au 

Click on SUPPORT US NOW. 

RAR FOUNDATION BANK DETAILS 

BSB: 112 908 

ACCT: 043 368 817 

REF: Surname/LG or Allotment 

 

RAR FOUNDATION CHRISTMAS CARDS AND 

CD 

 

The Foundation Christmas Cards are available to be 

purchased from the office. They are $22.00 for a 

bundle of 10 including postage and handling or they 

can be collected directly from the office. 

  

The CD of regimental tunes and other popular band 

music is also available from the office for $18.00 

including postage and handling. Payment can be made 

either by cheque to the Foundation or by direct deposit 

to the Foundation bank account (details on page 2). 

Call the Foundation office for more information or visit 

the website – www.rarfoundation.org.au 

 

 

RAR FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIPS 

 

 
 

The Royal Australian Regiment provides three tertiary 

scholarships per year of $3000 for eligible children of 

soldiers who are currently serving or have served in the 

Regiment. These scholarships are administered by The 

Australian Veterans’ Children Assistance Trust 

(AVCAT). 

 

CRITERIA for SELECTION: More information 

regarding eligibility and its terms and conditions is 

available on the AVCATS website www.avcat.org.au 

but in general terms, selection for the scholarships 

relies on three essential criteria: 

 Must be the legally recognised child of a 

soldier who has served in the Royal Australian 

Regiment regardless of corps or gender. 

 Australian Resident enrolled or planning to 

enrol in full time tertiary education in 

Australia, in an approved course of one or 

more academic year’s duration. Tertiary 

education includes vocationally oriented 

courses at TAFE, business college, art school 

etc. 

 Must be assessed by AVCAT as having the 

ability to complete the nominated course 

through demonstrated academic results. 

 

For more information: 

PH:  (02) 9213 7999 

Email:  avcat@dva.gov.au 

Website: www.avcat.org.au 

http://www.acnc.gov.au/
http://www.rarfoundation.org.au/
http://www.rarfoundation.org.au/
http://www.avcat.org.au/
http://www.avcat.org.au/
http://www.avcat.org.au/
http://www.avcat.org.au/
mailto:avcat@dva.gov.au
http://www.avcat.org.au/
http://www.avcat.org.au/
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2014 RECIPIENTS 

 

Mr Matthew Dole. Matthew is the son of Corporal 

Keiron Dole who served with 4 RAR including an 

operational tour of East Timor. Matthew will study a 

Bachelor of Physical and Health Education at La 

Trobe University in Bendigo. 

Miss Ramona Holmes. Ramona is the daughter of 

Private John Holmes who served with 1 RAR and 2 

RAR including an operational tour of Korea. Ramona 

will study a Bachelor of Laws at Bond University on 

the Gold Coast. 

Miss Fiona Cameron.  

My name is Fiona Cameron; I am 20 years old and 

have spent most of my life in Townsville. My father is 

Major Ewan Cameron who served in the Australian 

Army and the RAR for 25 years; he now has a 

prominent role in the Queensland RSL. I was fortunate 

to spend the entirety of my schooling years in 

Townsville, which now includes my tertiary study. I am 

in my third year of a Bachelor of Education 

(Secondary) at James Cook 

University; my two teaching areas 

are English and Film, Television 

and New Media. After university 

I hope to teach in rural 

Queensland. The scholarship 

that the RAR have granted me 

helps enormously with my 

university studies that includes 

placement away from home for 

extended periods of time. I am very grateful for the 

opportunity that the RAR has offered to me.  

 

 

NEWS FROM THE BATTALIONS 

 

1 RAR 

CO: LTCOL Eamon Lenaghan, CSC 

RSM: WO1 Sean McGinley 

 

2014 began like every previous year that every 

Battalion has experienced since the humble beginnings 

of infantry battalions. And while most Battalions will 

argue that they have been equally as busy, if not busier, 

than the First Battalion, I will give them cause to 

reconsider their arguments.  

 

Concomitantly, 1 RAR fulfilled the duties of the Ready 

Battle Group / Ready Combat Team, and deployed a 

Company size group to Afghanistan on OP SLIPPER 

as a Force Protection Element, and has also been 

preparing another two Companies for the follow on 

rotations. In addition to those two main tasks, the 

Battalion has also sent numerous Officers and Senior 

NCOs on Advisory and Mentor positions.  

 

 
 

To commemorate the 46th anniversary of 1 RARs 

involvement in the Battle of Coral, a Regimental Coral 

Week was held, during which, a number of activities 

were conducted. Of particular focus was the impending 

CDF Farewell to Arms, which was based on a set of 

activities in which the CDF would personally partake in 

a Urban LUEB (light urban explosive breaching) 

demonstration, followed by a Helicopter extraction and 

insertion by S-70 to the 3 BDE Urban Training Facility 

to conduct a blank fire urban clearance. Other 

formalities included the opening of the newly 

constructed Theatre and Campaign Memorial Walk. 

Apart from the CDF, other special guests at the 

opening ceremony included veterans from previous 

conflicts in Somalia, Vietnam, Korea, and Iraq. These 

veterans assisted current soldiers with the unveiling of 

the plaques on the Memorial Walk, and provided the 

opportunity for junior soldiers to talk to veterans of 

conflicts that would have only been memories when 

most of them were born.  

 

The Battalion was also humbled to be presented with a 

specially designed picture and wall mounted medals by 

Mrs Dulcie Brumfield who is the widow of the late 

Brigadier Lou Brumfield CBE, DSO. Overall the 

entire week was an excellent time for reflection on 

where 1 RAR had been, and where the Battalion may 

head to in the not so distant future.    

 

1 RAR sniper pair, CPL B. Keating and PTE L. 

Barnes were awarded the “Matty Lambert Memorial 

Trophy” for best ADF sniper par at the AASAM 

competition in May this year. Another notable 

achievement from members of the Battalion has been 

the development of the DFSW - Protected Weapons 

Station (PWS) capability. The development was a joint 
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venture with soldiers from 1 RAR and DMO testing 

MK19 and 50Cal weapon systems in a remote setup. A 

special mention and thanks must go to 8/9 RAR for the 

assistance in the conduct of that particularly activity.     

 

 
 

Community engagement has played a larger and more 

defining aspect within the Battalion during 2014. These 

activities have been organised and driven by WO2 

Davis who is currently the 11PL CSM. He has 

organised and participated in activities such as fund 

raising for the Townsville Hospital Foundation, and 

supporting other charities within the local Townsville 

community. These sorts of activities provide the 

soldiers of 11PL with the opportunity to maintain 

meaningful employment whilst they continue their 

rehabilitation and aim to post back into a regular 

company. In addition to these community activities 

11PL has been the driving force behind the 

development of the Hat Dich Centre, which has 

undergone a $54,000 face lift and was officially opened 

at the end of August this year. The centre will give the 

soldiers of the 1st Battalion a place to relax and 

perform rehabilitation when recovering from injuries.   

 

 
 

EX CATA 14 provided 1 RAR with multiple training 

opportunities, including the integration and 

development of the new Battle Management System, 

practical experience in commanding and controlling 

Combat Teams, and re-establishing old friendships 

with other Corps such as Artillery, Engineers and 

Aviation. 1 RAR missions primarily focused on 

conducting short notice intelligence led raids of CT 

size, refining the Battalions AMO insertion and 

contingency planning techniques. The feedback from 

the soldiers was positive and many of the lessons learnt 

were carried on into EX HAMEL 14.     

 

During Ex HAMEL 1 RAR was supplemented by a 

platoon of US Army infantry soldiers, and our New 

Zealand counterparts, who provided a CT as well as all 

the key enablers such as artillery observers and 

intelligence operators. The exercise provided many 

opportunities for tactical level liaison and development 

of multination interoperability. Opportunities like these 

reinforce the ability for Australian, American and NZ 

soldiers to work alongside each other on Operations in 

the future.  

 

The Battalion has only just completed the major 

exercises for the year and the focus is now beginning to 

turn towards the upcoming courses period. In addition 

to this, another rotation of FPE soldiers is being trained 

and kitted out for upcoming deployments on OP 

SLIPPER, mentors and advisors are conducting their 

own individual preparations for deployment, and 

Charlie company has been warned out for a Rifle 

Company Butterworth rotation.  

 

2014 has tried and tested the battalion in a multitude of 

areas. Most of all, the soldiers have felt the brunt of the 

late nights and long training periods, training recalls, 

and continual go / no go RCT call outs. Whilst many 

say it has been a frustrating year, most could not refute 

the fact that every soldier within the Battalion has learnt 

valuable lessons, or developed admirable 

characteristics through the activities conducted this 

year. While 1 RAR will not be RBG in 2015, the 

Battalion will always be looking to deploy or support 

deployments of our RAR brethren in any capacity that 

we can. Duty First.   

 

2 RAR 

CO: LTCOL Michael Bassingthwaighte, DSM  
RSM: WO1 Brian Buskell, CSM 
 

The Battalion has spent 2014 building on the 

demanding training year experienced in 2013, 

continuing its consolidation of foundation warfighting 

skills and the progression of the Amphibious Ready 

Element Landing Force (ARE LF) capability. While 

much of the drive for 2014 has been to meet the needs 

of the ARE LF, 2 RAR has continued to refine its 

capability as a Standard Infantry Battalion (albeit down 

to two rifle companies).  
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A Coy started the year with a mixture of live fire and 

field training; progressing from individual up to platoon 

level, before entering its first major sub-unit exercise on 

a Combat Training Centre led Warfighter. The 

Warfighter allowed A Coy to validate much of its 

training, and build on its frame work for further Coy 

level training. 

 

B Coy, while acting as the Ready Coy for the ARE LF, 

hit the ground running with its own manoeuvre 

training, with the addition of a Population Protection 

and Control (PPC) course. B Coy then moved 

complete to Puckapunyal to act as OPFOR for RMC 

for the better part of a month. Never one to miss an 

opportunity, they took it as a chance for further 

training, conducting a basic Signals course while they 

were there. 

 

 
 

Support Coy has focused primarily on live fire and 

gaining and maintaining the proficiencies required to 

provide capability to the Battalion. This has included 

Helicopter Insertion and Extraction Techniques 

(HIET) for Recon Platoon and Snipers, and combined 

heavy weapons and mortars shoots for DFSW and 

Mortar Platoon. Small Boat Platoon returned to basics 

to conduct limited field engineering and develop its 

demolition qualifications through Light Urban 

Explosive Breaching practices. Small Boats has also 

continued to hone its skills on the water by conducting 

the Amphibious Operators Course supported by the 

Special Forces Training Centre. Through EX SEA 

DAWN and EX WET EAGLE Small Boats Platoon 

have spent a considerable amount of time in both blue 

and brown water; executing both long and short range 

insertions and tasks. 

 

Much of the effort to support sub-unit training fell to 

Admin Coy, through provision of Catering, Transport, 

Maintenance and Supply. Amidst this, Admin Coy 

found the time to run a Driver’s Courses and generate 

further capability with its personnel conducting Air 

Portability Team Leader courses to add flexibility to 

the Battalion’s supply and mobility on both land and at 

sea. 

 
 

From April onwards, the Battalion stepped into the 

ARE LF unit level exercises, conducting Exercise SEA 

DAWN 14. This was a full spectrum activity, 

comprising tasks from conventional offensive 

operations to Humanitarian Aid and Disaster Relief 

(HADR). B Coy was able to conduct a live fire raid on 

Rattlesnake Island, before a mid-exercise port visit to 

Townsville. The Battalion then progressed to 

Mourilyan Harbour to provide assistance to a 

simulated civil population suffering the after effects of a 

cyclone and severe flooding. As the ARE steamed 

North toward Cowley Beach it was put on stand by to 

respond to Far North Queensland coastal communities 

in the wake of a rapidly developing Cyclone ITA. 

Although the ARE was ultimately not required, it 

served to prove that as a force, the ARE is a flexible 

and capable entity for both the projection of power and 

the provision of domestic and international assistance. 

Before returning to port in Townsville 5 Pl, B Coy 

proved the ARE’s raid capabilities by conducting a 

long-range, over-the-horizon helicopter insertion to 

capture a high value target. 

 

 
 

During May the Battalion conducted its Military Skills 

competition, a 72 hour event contested at Section level. 

It was won by a Recon Platoon section, who will now 

go on to represent 2 RAR in the Duke of Gloucester 

Cup. 2 RAR has held the Cup since 2012, earning the 

privilege to compete in the British Army’s Cambrian 

Patrol (an international event drawing competing 

Infantry sections from all over the world) on behalf of 
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The Royal Australian Regiment. 2013 saw the first time 

an Australian section had been awarded a Gold Medal, 

and the Battalion aims for a repeat performance on 

both accounts in 2014. 

 

The Battalion as a whole participated in Exercise 

HAMEL 14 as OPFOR (a role A Coy has rehearsed 

during the 3 Bde CATA in June which will 

subsequently see them detached to 1 RAR for the 

duration of the exercise), with the additional challenge 

of operating as both regular and irregular forces. Ex 

HAMEL 14 will see 2 RAR grow to nearly Regt (-) size, 

incorporating the 1st Bn of 5th Marine Regiment 

USMC, (Marine Rotational Force Darwin), a Coy from 

5 and 7 RAR, and a squadron from 2nd/14th Light 

Horse Regiment. While everyone likes to be the bad 

guy on occasion, Ex HAMEL 14 also serves the serious 

purpose of developing and testing BHQ; exercising the 

alternate HQ structure the Battalion is trialling for the 

ARE LF, as both 0A and alternate 0B. 

 

The arrival of the Landing Helicopter Dock (LHD) 

HMAS Canberra has forestalled projected ARE LF 

domestic exercises in the near term, 2 RAR continues 

to look for opportunities to practice sub unit littoral 

manoeuvre, and expand its corporate knowledge of 

amphibious operations on multinational exercises. In 

the second half of the year, the Battalion will commit a 

small staff to the Marine Air Ground Task Force HQ 

during Exercise RIMPAC, and B Coy will deploy on 

Exercise CROIX DU SUD with the French Armed 

Forces New Caledonia (FANC) to reinforce its training 

and build bi-lateral relationships within the amphibious 

community.  

 

2 RAR has also played a significant part in 3 Bde’s 

enduring commitment to regional engagement in 

Papua New Guinea, mentoring the PNGDF Infantry 

Battalions on Exercise Olgetta Warrior 2014. The 

Battalion has committed two Mentoring Training 

Teams (MTTs), for six and twelve week tours 

respectively, tasked with furthering the development of 

the two infantry battalions of PNGDF. 

 

 

2 RAR remains committed to forming the core of the 

ARE LF, without losing focus on the principles of an 

Infantry Battalion. The remainder of the year promises 

to deliver sound training and the opportunity to 

exercise both in Australia and abroad. As these 

commitments wind up toward the end of the year, and 

2 RAR begins its specialist courses period where it will 

be running not only SIOS but also the full suite of 

courses from basic reconnaissance, basic mortar, basic 

Direct Fire Support Weapons, basic signaller, 

Amphibious Operator of small boats course and a suite 

of driver training on the new fleet of Mercedez 

Vehicles. It is certain that the soldiers and officers of 

the Battalion will deserve a well earned rest over the 

Christmas break, before leaning into what will  be a 

busy and amphibious 2015. 

 

Second to None. 

 

 

3 RAR 

CO: LTCOL Gavin Keating 
RSM: WO1 Andrew Shore 
 

In preparation for the assumption of the Ready Battle 

Group (RBG) responsibility in mid-2014, the 3rd 

Battalion added to the Force Generation lexicon by 

commencing an ‘accelerated re-set’ phase. EX 

TALISMAN SABER / HAMEL was followed with a 

series of individual force generation courses; focusing 

mainly on specialist platoon basic courses. With the 

need to develop and ‘fill-out’ Support Company for the 

RBG with limited manning the specialist courses were 

filled to capacity. They included many new march-ins 

some with only a few weeks in the battalion, who 

performed admirably during the gruelling courses.  

 

The battalion also ran two Supervisor Infantry 

Operations – Section Courses in the back end of 2013 

to increase the pool of the junior leaders within the 

Battalion. The demanding courses tested the skills and 

developed the leadership of young soldiers and the 

second iteration included members of the RSS Platoon 

of the 2nd Battalion.  

 

The end of 2013 saw the Battalion participate in a 

series of Unit and Brigade sporting and military skills 

competitions. The Battalion performed well in all 

competitions taking out the cricket, rugby union, cross 

country and obstacle course trophies. ‘Old Faithful’ 

also finished 2nd overall in the Brigade Commander’s 

Trophy despite its recent return from deployment and 

a busy year.  
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LT Hume plays the bagpipes during the CATA live fire 

 

The year ended with a series of adventure training 

activities around North Queensland. Over two weeks, 

several groups rotated through  sea kayaking off Cowley 

Beach, hiking up Mount Bartle Frere (Queensland’s 

highest mountain), white water rafting down the Tully 

Gorge, survival training in the Cowley Beach Training 

Area and a four day hike across Hinchinbrook Island. 

The adventure training activity was good opportunity 

for the Battalion to challenge itself outside a military 

environment and get to know many of the new march-

ins we had absorbed through the preceding six months. 

 

From August to October 2013 the Battalion also 

deployed its second Mobile Training Team (MTT) to 

Papua New Guinea (PNG). The team, building on the 

good work of the first MTT, earlier in 2013, provided 

mentoring and training assistance to the 1st and 2nd 

Battalions of the Royal Pacific Island Regiment and 

PNG Defence Academy in Lae. The MTT, consisting 

of Officers and Soldiers from 3 RAR and 2nd Close 

Health Company trained PNGDF personnel in 

stability operations, urban operations and first aid. 

They also mentored Battalion and Company HQ’s in 

planning and conducting training, logistical processes 

and improving individual soldier skills. There was even 

a chance to run a truncated Combat Fitness Leaders 

courses for keen candidates.  

 

 
CO 3 RAR CO 1 RAR and COMD 3 Bde during a ROC for 

CATA 

 

These MTT rotations were conducted in parallel with 

Exercise GOODPELLA PLAN. This planning 

exercise sought to teach and reinforce the Staff Military 

Appreciation Process with the PNGDF HQ through 

mentoring and training. It provided an opportunity for 

Australian personnel to share their knowledge of 

higher planning processes whilst gaining important 

insight in the PNGDF’s overall organisational culture 

and strategic focus. It also allowed officers into build 

personal and professional networks between the two 

armies at a higher level.  

 

 
CPL Jenkins conducts training on the MAG58 during a 2013 

PNGDF MTT rotation 

 

2014 started with Exercise EVER READY GREEN, 

this year held at the Line Creek Junction facility at 

High Range Training Area. Deploying the entire 

leadership group of the Battalion to the field for four 

days allowed an uninterrupted opportunity for the CO 

to issue guidance and his intent for the year. The two 

main themes from the CO were ‘2014 = RBG’ and 

R.A.R2. Given the short time 3 RAR had to prepare 

for the assumption of the RBG the CO emphasised the 
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need to seize every training opportunity presented and 

focus on the achieving the required milestones in a 

condensed timeframe. An imaginative shirt, presented 

during the Brigade Commander initial conference 

summed up ‘2014 = RBG’ graphically and has been 

referred to frequently throughout the year. The CO 

also expanded on his Readiness, Accountability and 

Reputation mantra by adding Respect (R.A.R2) to align 

Old Faithful’s vision with the Army’s values and ethos. 

 

Shortly afterwards 3 RAR deployed again to HRTA to 

conduct its annual High Explosives Week. This 

provided not only an opportunity to qualify and 

requalify members in various weapon systems; it was 

also used as the first shake out for section and platoon 

Live Fire from sneaker range to Platoon attack were 

conducted and Standard Operating Procedures 

confirmed in the small team environment. Some of the 

Battalion’s attachments also participated with medics 

and Military Police gaining qualifications in various 

weapons systems otherwise unavailable to them.  

 

Exercise LONG KHANH in February and March was 

a combined shake out for the 3 RAR Battle Group and 

rehearsal for the CTC Battle Group Warfighter. 

Needing to meet several training goals the Battalion 

quickly set about integrating its sub elements; including, 

Engineers, Joint Fires Teams, Military Police, Military 

Working Dogs, Electronic Warfare elements and a 

Combat Services Support Team from across 3 Brigade 

and the wider army. The Battalion overcame initial 

friction and cohesion problems to improve throughout 

the exercise. With many lessons learnt and issues 

rectified the Battalion was set for its main challenge on 

the path to RBG certification.  

 

The CTC BG Warfighter was 3 RAR’s main 

certification activity. Effectively a Mission Rehearsal 

Exercise for the RBG the exercise tested the recently 

formed team under demanding conditions. CTC 

Warfighter rotations are the pinnacle of current Army 

training (so it was similar to competing at the Olympic 

Games after only a local fun run or two!) The rotation 

focussed on foundation war fighting skills in a 

conventional environment and the hard work of the 

previous three months paid off with 3 RAR performing 

well.  

 

The Warfighter was followed by a well earned 

Reduced Tempo Period, allowing the Battalion to 

catch its breath after a gruelling start to 2014. It also 

provided an opportunity for us to pause and remember 

our Units baptism of fire with our annual Kapyong Day 

commemoration. Due to 3 RAR’s high tempo the new 

RSM, WO1 Andrew Shore kept the parade format 

quite simple focussing on the traditions of affixing the 

Kapyong Steamer and the reading of the Unit’s citation 

by our Korean Veterans. The attendance by many 

civilian dignitaries also cemented our place a part of the 

broader Townsville community.   

 

 
Members of RSS PL condcuct man-down drills during Kapyong 

Day 2014 

 

The Battalion museum has been developed in the last 

18 months to a very high standard through the hard 

work of volunteers. It is a highly professional show 

piece of our units proud history and should be focal 

point of any visit to Lavarack Barracks. Any readers 

can arrange a visit to ‘Old Faithful’ and experience the 

museum by simply contacting the Battalion Duty 

Officer on 0408 865 106. 

 

The 3 Brigade Combined Arms Training Activity saw 

the 3 RAR BG once again sent in against a 

conventional threat in the HRTA. This time with 

additional enablers from 6 Brigade such as unmanned 

aerial vehicles and an artillery detection detachment, 

the Battalion as part of the Brigade conducted three 

deliberate BG assaults and several other supporting 

operations. C Company was again mounted in the 

emerging Armoured Personnel Carrier capability of 

2nd Armoured Cavalry Regiment. This exercise 

concluded with a live fire activity allowing all elements 

of the Battalion, including Mortars, Direct Fire Support 

Weapon Platoon and Snipers to employ their weapon 

systems in a demanding environment.  

 

Another MTT rotation has deployed to PNG from 

May to Jul 2014 and has been attached to the recruit 

training Company at Goldie River. This MTT is 

focussed on improving the competence and skill of the 

recruit instructors of the Company. This support is vital 

as the PNGDF attempts to surge the number of 

recruits going through Goldie River as it increases the 

size of the force. They are also providing guidance to 

staff on integrating the first full female platoon of 

recruits.  
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At the time of writing the Battalion was preparing to 

deploy on Exercise HAMEL, its final step in RBG 

certification. The rest of 2014 will see us participate in 

several subunit activities including Jungle Training 

Wing – Tully rotations and Exercise WANTOK 

WARRIOR to PNG. The Battalion has come a long 

way from Afghanistan and worked very hard to re-

sharpen its conventional war fighting skills. With our 

eyes fixed firmly on the future ‘Old Faithful’ starts the 

next chapter in our distinguished history with 

confidence in our abilities and a firm understanding of 

our responsibilities.  

 

 

5 RAR 

CO: LTCOL Richard Barrett 
RSM: WO1 Rod Rootham 

 
Since the last Battalion article for the Foundation 

newsletter 5 RAR has transitioned from being the 

Ready Battle Group (RBG) to the Reset Phase of the 

force generation cycle. This sees a change in the unit’s 

place in Army’s priorities, and it comes with significant 

additional support tasks. It is a busy time, and despite 

misconceptions to the contrary, isn’t particularly restful.  

 

The end of 2014 saw the normal departures from the 

Battalion, including many of the CHQ staff as well as 

the OPSO Major Chris Jaunay and the RSM WO1 

Dale De Kock. The RSM was farewelled from the new 

‘parade ground’ that he created, and we were sad to see 

him go after three years as RSM.  

 

As 2013 was drawing to a close, the Battalion also 

began preparations to deploy elements on Operation 

RESOLUTE.  In October 2013 two All Corps 

platoons from 5 RAR along with ARes, RAN and 

RAAF personnel, consisting of both male and female 

members commenced pre-deployment training. This 

rotation of Op RESOUTE was required to enforce 

Government’s new approach to border protection, and 

the team spent many hours at sea boarding vessels, by 

day and night in all sea states, dealing with desperate 

men, women and children trying to come to Australia. 

This deployment was a unique opportunity for many 5 

RAR members to work in a tri-service environment 

and to apply new skills in physically and emotionally 

challenging situations.  

 

The end of 2013 also saw Corporal Seamus Donaghue 

participate in the South Pole Allied Challenge trek, a 

fundraising event for Walking with the Wounded. Cpl 

Donaghue was injured during his deployment to 

Afghanistan in 2010 where he received a gunshot 

wound to his thigh resulting in a shattered femur and 

nerve damage.  On reaching the South Pole Cpl 

Donaghue proudly flew the 5th Battalion Flag, believed 

to be the first RAR flag flown there.  

 

 
 

The start of 2014 saw the arrival of many new members 

to the battalion, most notably the new RSM WO1 Rod 

Rootham.   

 

The first key activity of 2014 saw B Company deploy in 

January for Rifle Company Butterworth Rotation 105. 

The 118 strong contingent comprised members from 

the infantry, engineers, artillery, medical, transport, 

military police, ordnance, RAEME, and catering. The 

three month rotation consisted of multiple activities 

from live fire range activities to conventional jungle 

warfare. RCB 105 had the unique privilege to be able 

to take part in ANZAC Day ceremonies throughout 

South East Asia. Splitting the combat team, RCB 105 

sent representatives to perform catafalque parties at 

cenotaphs in Hellfire Pass and Kanchanaburi in 

Thailand, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Sandakan, 

Brunei and Penang. These poignant locations included 

scenes of some of the harshest fighting conditions the 

Australian Army has faced in conflicts from WWII, 

the Malayan Emergency, the Indonesian Confrontation 

and early Butterworth rotations. 

  

In June C Company and attachments set off to travel 

across the sea aboard the HMNZS CANTERBURY as 

Australia's Contribution to RIMPAC 2014. RIMPAC is 

the world's largest naval exercise, with 46 ships, 200 

aircraft and over 25000 troops, from 26 different 

nations involved. Taking place in Hawaii, the exercise 

promotes interoperability, positive international 

relations and gives all participants an opportunity to 

observe other militaries in action. 

 

C Coy arrived in Hawaii after 18 days aboard and were 

amazed to find a military base in the world in a truly 

desirable location! The Company was attached to a 

USMC Battalion, and formed the greater part of 

Combat Landing Team Four (CLT-4). CLT-4 

consisted of C Coy CHQ, 7 and 8 PL, one US Marine 

Heavy Weapons Platoon, and one Platoon of Mexican 

Infaterie de Marina. 9 PL (including 5 RAR Recon 
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elements, Combat Engineers and other Specialists) 

were attached to CLT-2 and quickly integrated with 

their US Marine and Indonesian counterparts. The 

Urban and ground Air training packages were 

excellent, something that the Australian Soldier will 

rarely get a chance to do. 

 

The May and June period saw the Battalion conduct 

section level training in conjunction with the Marine 

Rotational Force-Darwin (MRF-D) at Mount Bundy 

Training Area for Exercise TIGER’S WALK, and the 

D Coy rotation of JTW-Tully.  The Marines joined 

our diggers receiving theory and practical lessons on 

infantry minor tactics, urban attacks and stability 

operations.  The training was lead by 5 RAR however, 

the expertise and experience of the USMC was also 

utilised to provide cross level training and to gain an 

understanding of how our allied forces operate. This 

exercise proved valuable in developing small teams and 

allowing new and existing section commanders to 

exercise their command. For the first time 5 RAR 

conducted joint training with the 1st Armoured Cavalry 

Regiment focussing on the 1ACR and infantry 

capability in an urban environment.  For many of the 

soldiers at the Battalion this was the first opportunity to 

work with APCs and Tanks. The soldiers enjoyed this 

experience and are now looking forward to Exercise 

KOOLENDONG where a platoon will be 

incorporated with 1ACR for the two week activity. 

 

In early July Exercise HAMEL 14 commenced across 

far north Queensland, with elements from the 

Battalion supporting the activity providing conventional 

opposing forces, umpires, exercise control and role 

players. As opposing forces, D Coy with attachments 

from Support Coy fell under the command of MRF-D. 

The opportunity to continue working and training with 

the Marines proved a great success which will have 

lasting effects on the relationship 5 RAR has developed 

with MRF-D. 

 
 

The rest of 2014 focuses on deployment on the Bde 

live fire Exercise Predator’s Walk and the conduct of 

the Battalion special platoon courses period. We will 

wrap up the year with the normal social and sporting 

competitions and look forward to another Christmas 

break.  

 

 6 RAR 

CO: LTCOL Justin Elwin 
RSM: WO1 David Bromwich 
 

The Sixth Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment, 

recently celebrating its forty ninth birthday, has 

commenced 2014 hitting the ground running. This year 

saw 6 RAR move into the ‘Readying’ stage of the Force 

Generation Cycle. Along with the associated 

responsibilities of reaching the 2015 end state of 

assuming the Ready Battle Group, the Battalion has 

participated in some outstanding training.  

 

In order to meet the requirements of the RBG and 

further develop members of the Battalion, Close 

Quarter Battle Shooting Techniques training was 

conducted across all three rifle companies, with 

soldiers given the chance to employ weapon systems at 

close range within a complex and chaotic urban 

environment. In order to prepare the members of the 

Battalion for operational conditions, the training was 

aimed at improving weapon handling, confidence and 

marksmanship skills.  

 

With focus shifting from the Middle East Area of 

Operations back to our immediate region, training 

within 6 RAR has been heavily geared towards jungle 

and conventional warfare, with Alpha and Delta 

Company rotating through sub-unit training in JTW 

Tully late last year to conduct jungle warfare training 

under adverse weather conditions. Taking the skills 

learnt from JTW, Alpha and Bravo Companies 

focused on foundation war fighting skills in close 

country at Rifle Company Butterworth and further 

solidified their TTPs.  

 

Whilst overseas, Bravo Company participated in 

Exercise Chapel Gold. The joint military exercise was 

conducted between the Australian Army and the Royal 

Thai Army at the conclusion of 2013. The exercise 

enabled commanders to develop an enhanced 

understanding and interoperability between the Royal 

Thai Army and the Australian Army. Whilst 

participating in the exercise, Bravo Company visited 

several underprivileged schools and constructed a water 

tank with a pump and filtration system to ensure fresh 

running water. Exercise Chapel Gold proved to be a 

training success as well exposing members to the 
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history of past Australian operations within the region 

during WWII.  

Bravo Company has continued to remain busy within 

the Battalion. Earlier this year they participated in what 

is traditionally a bi-lateral exercise between the 

Republic of Korea Marines and the United States 

Marine Corps within the Republic of Korea. Exercise 

Ssang Yong saw Bravo Company and several 

attachments conduct invaluable training within the 

littoral environment. Insertion tactics including fast 

roping and rappelling were taught by the Republic of 

Korea Marine Corps Mountain Welfare Training 

School and were well received by all members. In 

partnership with Echo Company from 2/3 Battalion, 

combined AS/USMC Companies conducted ship to 

shore manoeuvre and urban operations which included 

Platoon level building clearances, Cordon and Search / 

Cordon and Strike Operations and a Company 

Airmobile Assault.  

 

Support Company has been heavily engaged in high-

quality relevant training from late last year to present. 

Both Mortar and Signals Platoon have been directly 

involved and integrated into first-class training within 

the Battalion. Direct Fire Support Weapons Platoon 

has seen an exciting year with the incorporation of the 

12.7mm Heavy Machine Gun into their capabilities. 

Highlights for DFSW Platoon include conducting live-

fire anti-armour stalks using both the 84mm and Javelin 

weapon systems and preparing for the introduction of 

the 40mm Grenade Machine Gun into their arsenal.  

 

The end of 2013 saw Reconnaissance, Sniper and 

Surveillance Platoon outsourcing their skill set to 

support the Special Air Service Regiment Patrol 

Course, with two members of that team later competing 

in the SASR Sniper Concentration. Along with this, 

another sniper pair from the Platoon competed in the 

2014 AASAAM competition, placing tenth overall in 

the International Sniper shoots.  

 

Promotion and support courses from the back end of 

2013 until now within the Battalion have seen 

exceptional results. The calibre of training delivered 

has been outstanding with the Battalion receiving live 

fire support on the Supervisor Infantry Operations 

Section Course from specialist Platoon’s such as 

Mortars and DFSW. This training has ensured that 6 

RAR now has a mix of operationally deployed and 

experienced Junior Non-commissioned Officers along 

with a large number of eager Initial Employment 

Training soldiers fresh from the School of Infantry. 

 

The heart of all our training here at the 6 RAR is based 

around the conduct of several annual collective training 

exercises. Exercises Blue Dog 1 and 2 were of great 

success, with members participating in conventional 

warfare training to a high standard. Blue Dog 3 saw the 

final stage of the Battlefield Management System 

integration which will prepare 6 RAR well for future 

exercises and ultimately operations abroad. Next year 

proves to be equally busy and rewarding with the 

Battalion taking on the responsibility of the Ready 

Battle Group all the while celebrating its fiftieth 

birthday. 6 RAR looks forward to the challenges that lie 

ahead and will be well prepared to meet each and every 

one.  

 

Duty First 

 

 

7 RAR 

CO: LTCOL Malcolm Wells 

RSM: WO1 Michael Landy 
 

On most Thursdays in January 2014, small groups of 

families gathered excitedly at Adelaide airport to await 

loved ones returning in platoon sized groups having 

completed tours of duty in Uruzgan, Kandahar and 

Kabul.  How these operations finished for 7 RAR says 

much about the transition of our Regiment over the last 

decade.  There was little fanfare or tickertape: rather 

small groups finishing operations in good order, 

soldiers happy to be home, and a focus on the next 

challenge.  Deployments are now routine business for 

individuals, families and units. This return, for 7 RAR, 

signalled the end of 15 months where the Battalion 

provided all conventional infantry force elements for 

ADF global operations.  While these deployments 

were inevitably laced with enormous difficulty and 

complexity, their significance rarely reached the 

detection threshold of national or local media, and the 

pride in the achievements of those deployed quickly 

recedes amongst the busy requirements for 

regenerating forces for future requirements.   

 
Battalion farewell prior to Afghanistan deployment  

 

So it has been for 7 RAR during the extended reset 

phase of the force generation cycle in 2014.  As Forces 
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Command and Army has adopted a defined three 

phase force generation cycle (reset, readying, ready), 

the coming down from operations -- or reset -- is not 

synonymous with rest.  No sooner had B/7 RAR 

returned from operations in Uruzgan, Kanadahar and 

Kabul than they joined the rest of the Battalion in a 

cycle of supporting activities around Australia, from 

Puckapunyal to Duntroon to Singleton.  This has been 

the defining characteristic of the reset phase: small 

teams and individuals moving around Australia to act 

as OPFOR, instructors, general duties support and 

reinforcements for Army exercises, training activities 

and courses.  Not necessarily glamorous, but of critical 

importance. 

 

7 RAR’s major training activity has been Rifle 

Company Butterworth rotation 106.  This was formed 

by A Company and commanded by Major Chris 

Bennett and Warrant Officer Class Two Mick Keefe.  

An excellent opportunity to reinforce our experience of 

deploying force elements, this rotation was very 

successful.  Training focused on jungle operations 

progressing up to platoon live fire attacks by night in 

close country at Pulada: as challenging as it gets for 

young infantry leaders.   

 

Reset has also created the environment for the 

battalion to focus on developing its specialists and 

junior leaders.  2014 has seen a steady patter of infantry 

specialist and promotion courses, areas that had been 

stretched during the previous 24 months as the unit 

focussed on operational tasks.  This investment in 

individual skills and training will be returned when 7 

RAR commences its road to readiness in the middle of 

2015 as it commences the ‘readying’ phase of the force 

generation cycle. 

 

A highlight for the Battalion in 2014 was marching, in 

uniform and with our Colours, in the Adelaide Anzac 

Day commemorative march.  Due to other 

commitments and pressures since re-locating to 

Adelaide, this was the first time the Battalion has been 

able to achieve such a visible presence in Adelaide’s 

Anzac Day commemoration.  That it was after recently 

returning from operations made it all the more special 

for many 7 RAR soldiers. 

 

Where opportunities have presented themselves, 

junior leaders at the Company level have shown 

initiative to seize opportunities to maintain levels of 

collective training.   Within the framework of a more 

predictable barracks routine section, platoon and 

company commanders have learnt -- in some cases for 

the first time -- to maximise the resources of the close 

training area and the barracks environment to snatch 

the days, or sometimes hours, that become available 

with invariably depleted teams to develop the building 

blocks of our infantry capability.  The Edinburgh 

Military Precinct continues to be an excellent 

environment for this. 

 

 
Soldiers from 7 RAR during a combined-arms battle group live 

 

So while it may be observed that an infantry battalion 

like 7 RAR in reset operates at a low tempo as there 

are few if any unit sized tasks, the year is certainly not 

synonymous with rest.  Multiple small and concurrent 

tasks are demanding for the soldiers of the battalion, 

and the Battalion is never ‘in one place at one time’.  

Much is expected of the unit’s junior leaders in 

particular often commanding teams pulled together 

and operating away from their higher headquarters.  

But we know that if we are patient, when we start 

accelerating through the readiness cycle, we will be in a 

better place for what we achieved in this environment. 

 

 

8/9 RAR 

CO: LTCOL James Hammett 
RSM: WO1 David Trill 

  
This year the Battalion has commenced the “readying” 

phase which will continue over the next 12 months 

until mid 2015 at which stage the Battalion will move 

into the third phase of the force generation cycle being 

“ready”. At this point 8/9 RAR will be ready to deploy 

at short notice to react to any contingency in either a 

light infantry, motorised, or combined arms capacity.   

 

For the first three months of 2014 the main effort has 

been individual and section level training. Companies 

have trained at Canungra, Wide Bay, Greenbank and 

within the local Enoggera Close Training Area. A Coy 

have been lucky enough to deploy to Tully in far north 

Queensland. They have faced the extremities of the 

terrain and weather with Tully experiencing the most 

rainfall recorded since the 1930s. The skills and 

techniques they have been exposed to during their time 

at Tully are invaluable, as it reinforced the “back to 
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basics” theme and developed battle toughness. SPT 

Coy Platoons have concentrated on developing their 

specialist skills. Signals Platoon conducted a road run 

down south, Mortars participated in live fire missions 

with 1 Regt, DFSW enhanced their line drills at Wide 

Bay and finally Recon Platoon worked on close target 

recon at Canungra.  

 

The first major event of 2014 was Exercise 

RAMSHACKLE, an exercise constructed by the 

Commanding Officer in secret, designed to test the 

readiness of the Battalion.  This exercise tested the rifle 

company sections in navigation followed by a 

succession of stands which allowed for testing of basic 

skills and tasks; from laying defences, Kim’s Game, All 

Arms Call for Fire to fire control orders.  This phase 

was finished up with an Army Swim Test in the pool, 

the Bayonet Assault Course, Confidence Tower and 

Military Floatation with the RSM.  The Commanding 

Officer’s final test consisted of each company receiving 

orders for an ambush of an enemy cache location and 

a deliberate attack onto an enemy forward observation 

post.  The twist in the plot came when they were 

ambushed on their approach into the forming up point, 

ambushed by live rounds, cracking and thumping 

overhead forcing each company to deploy into a quick 

attack. 

 

 
50 cal firing 

 

Outside of training, the Battalion is increasing links 

with a variety of associations. Long Hai Day allowed 

the Battalion to provide support to the Grey Eighth. 

The CO and RSM and the youngest soldiers from each 

Coy attended a moving ceremony at the National 

Memorial Walk. Within Uruzgan Lines the Battalion 

conducted its own memorial service to remember the 

battle of Long Hai. The day also included professional 

development afternoon which allowed for a number of 

visiting lecturers to provide an overview of their 

experiences in infantry conflicts. This was an extremely 

informative and enjoyable afternoon with such 

speakers as BRIG Neil Weekes Rtd, LTCOL Gary 

McKay Rtd, COL Jim Hutton (UK), SGT O’Donnell 

(UK) and Prof Mike Evans. The Battalion was also 

privileged to have the 8th Battalions’ very own “Tank” 

Scheuerman provide a very detailed brief on his 

experiences in Vietnam. His humorous insights and 

stories into some of the goings on during his tour were 

very well received, especially at the NCO level. The 

day was capped off with a Regimental Dinner held 

within Uruzgan Lines and it was a great success.  

 

 
B Coy CHQ 

 

On the 24th April (Kapyong Day) the entire Battalion 

supported the RAR Association QLD Branch by 

attending the Kilcoy Races en mass. Kilcoy Race Club 

hosted a Diggers Race Day in recognition of, and to 

honour, the courage and sacrifice made by Australian 

soldiers past and present. Money was lost, money was 

won, beers were consumed and we hadn’t even 

marched yet. 

 

Sporting what could only be classified as a “mid 

strength” collective hangover, the Battalion carried out 

one of the most successful ANZAC days in recent 

memory. Following the Dawn Service, the Soldiers and 

Officers of 8/9 RAR donned their finest threads, 

collected their weaponry and regalia and headed in to 

the city of Brisbane to march. For the first time since 

the re-raising of 8/9 RAR the Battalion marched with 

its own, newly raised Pipes and Drums who played 

Black Bear the whole way, allowing Brisbane to be 

brought to a standstill with the resounding shout of ‘Oi’ 

by the Battalion. 8/9 RAR were the highlight of the day 

and were well received by the public.  

 

The Campaign period was a compilation of several 

activities. Exercise MINH DAM was a two phase 

Battalion exercise, in Canungra and Wide Bay, that 

tested the Companies at all levels and culminated with 

a Company-in-Defence live fire range, supported by 

Direct Fire Support Weapons and Mortars.  The 
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climate and conditions allowed the Battalion to 

demonstrate their robust and superior soldiering skills 

as they dug in. The main focus of MINH DAM was 

the consolidation of Section and Platoon level TTPs 

and SOPs in both a live and dry environment. This 

included patrolling, ambushing, navigating and live fire. 

This was the first opportunity for most to operate as a 

section complete and conduct the live fire section 

attack on the Battle Inoculation Range at Canungra 

with section level weapon systems. Following their 

move to Wide Bay the men of 8/9 RAR were 

immediately exposed to the elements whilst operating 

in a Main Defensive Position at Company strength. 

This activity culminated with a Company in defence 

live fire range. Supported by Direct Fire Support 

Weapons and Mortars in a scenario involving an 

advancing enemy and what some would describe as a 

particularly effective light show at some points of the 

battle. The battalion was lucky to experience a 48 Hr 

reprieve stand down back in Brisbane prior to re 

deploying to Shoal Water Bay for the Combined Arms 

training Activity (CATA).  

 

CATA allowed for Alpha, Bravo and Support 

Companies to be attached to Battle Group Warhorse. 

This activity allowed for all units and Corps to again 

realise the importance of Armour, Artillery, Engineers 

and Infantry combining to achieve their required 

objectives and Mission. A heavy emphasis was placed 

on the fast paced moving battlefield with Combat teams 

comprised of both motorised infantry and cavalry 

combat teams. This trained and tested  the soldiers of 

8/9 RAR in new techniques and drills within a fast 

moving organisation.  

 

 
Mortars in Spt 

 

Battle Group Warhorse was placed in another 

Defensive position for the culminating live fire 

component for CATA. Exposing the men to combined 

arms and natures ranging from 5.56 Steyr rounds to 

155mm Howitzer shells landing in danger close (300m) 

of the defensive position. The live fire battle saw the 

incorporation of HE natures engaging an armoured 

threat through the use of 66mm, 84 mm and Javelin 

fires. The Main Defensive Battle also saw the inclusion 

of Engineers in flank and rear security while ASLAV 

Armoured Vehicles provided awesome and destructive 

firepower with their 25 mm across the frontage of the 

position. 

  

The greatest exposure to Combat Team manoeuvre 

and firepower was experienced during the live fire 

deliberate attack conducted by both Alpha and Bravo 

Companies onto a dug in enemy position. Both 

companies were exposed to effective obstacle 

breaching techniques. Working alongside their 

Engineer and Artillery brethren both Infantry 

Companies were eventually able to locate, suppress, 

isolate and destroy the enemy.   

 

The conclusion of the eight week campaign period for 

the soldiers of 8/9 RAR was CO’s week which was 

shrouded in much secrecy and scandalous rumour. 

This saw the men of 8/9 RAR reoccupy the defensive 

position used for CATA where the advancing enemy 

were unanimously destroyed by the effective fire power 

of combined arms in the previous weeks activity. In 

what can only be described as 2 CER’s best William 

Dafoe, Platoon impersonation the acting enemy 

successfully charged the defensive position pushing 8/9 

RAR into a fighting withdraw several kilometres down 

the track. Successfully breaking contact and inflicting 

severe injuries on the follow up enemy forces. Alpha, 

Bravo and Support Company realised that they would 

have to complete a 30 kilometre route march to their 

next destination. In a traditional light infantry 

withdrawal, every member of the Battalion carried 

multiple mortar rounds to allow for continued indirect 

fire support.  The Battalion was then resighted in a 

subsequent defensive position.  

 

 
Patrol departing 
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All soldiers and Officers were once again put through 

their paces within a defensive construct as the daily 

tasks associated with digging into a position 

commenced once again. Platoons were required to 

contribute to the daily defensive routing with the 

provision of standing patrols and work parties to 

achieve the overall mission.  

 

The CO, recognising the hard work and determination 

of his men in 8/9 RAR, decided that the unit had 

achieved what it had stepped out to do. Many a weary 

and slightly lighter 8/9 Soldiers looked forward to 

travelling home for some well earnt leave and the 

commencement of specialist courses to further 

enhance their individual and collective skill sets.     

 

 

SOI 

CO: LTCOL Marcus Constable 
RSM: WO1 John Stonebridge, BM, OAM 
 
Throughout 2014 the SOINF has experienced a 

significant increase in tempo with soldier training 

throughput surging. At its peak Rifleman Wing, 

manned to train six Initial Employment Training (IET) 

platoons concurrently, was required to expand up to 12 

concurrent platoons.  These additional platoons were 

staffed from wider Unit staff and from ‘volunteers’ 

from each of the RAR Battalions.   

 

As Commanding Officer, I thank and commend the 

staff from Rifleman Wing  and those from the RAR 

Battalions for their efforts and hard work in ensuring 

the Battalions are at strength and manned with well 

trained and highly motivated infantry soldiers. Of 

particular note has been the efforts of the Officer 

Commanding Rifleman Wing, Major Ben Lanskey. 

His command of the Wing, which peaked in strength 

at just under 600 personnel all ranks, has been 

distinguished.  Collectively, all those within or attached 

to Riflemen Wing have followed the regimental motto 

of ‘Duty First’.   

 

In late 2014 Rifleman Wing will assume its former title 

of Depot Company, RAR. Whilst the offical date for 

this change is not yet confirmed, this change has been 

well received from the junior instructional staff and 

soldiers, and will strengthen the link between the 

Company and the wider RAR. It is noted that whilst 

the title will change, the important structural 

improvements made as a result of previous reviews to 

bolster the command and control capacity of the Wing 

has been maintained. 

Across the wider Unit, Tactics and Specialist Wings 

have continued to deliver high quality training  with 

ongoing development and refinement of all specialist 

and leadership courses. This has included the 

integration of urban tactics, techniques and procedures 

previously taught on the Urban Instructors Course, 

now delivered as part of leadership, specialist and range 

qualification training. Linked to this transition has been 

agreement to return the Assault Pioneer Team and its 

training from the School of Military Engineering back 

to the SOINF. This will occur in January 2015 and 

combined with revised Assault Pioneer Training 

Management Plans will underpin SOINF training and 

development of Assault Pioneer Teams within each of 

the Manouevre Support Sections. Central to this 

capability is a focus on breaching capabilities, both 

urban and conventional as well as retention of training 

on obstacles and field defences, watermanship, mine 

warfare and search. 

 

In late August SOINF conducted the Duke of 

Gloucester (DOG) Cup competition with all RAR 

Battalions fielding a competing rifle section and for the 

first time a manouevre support team. In a competition 

that was designed for and tested degrees of excellence,  

the 6 RAR section proved overall winnners. Their 

section commander, Corporal Dean George lead from 

the front at all times and across all skills, being awarded 

the innaugrual D.S.M. Roche Memorial trophy as the 

DOG Cup Champion Soldier. All Battalion sections 

are to be commended on their efforts and 

achievements throughout the competition. Their 

determination to best represent their Battalions, 

regardless of the weather, terrain or arduous task is to 

be commmended and stands testament to the strength 

of the RAR junior leaders and soldiers. The 6 RAR 

team will shortly compete in the Cambrian Patrol. On 

behalf of the Unit I congratulate them on their victory 

in the DOG Cup the wish them the best of luck in the 

Cambrian Patrol in October.  

 

In the final quarter of this year the Unit will continue to 

meet the high training tempo with Rifleman, Tactics 

and Specialists Wings all at capacity. Supporting them 

to deliver training is the many staff winthin HQ SOINF 

and Soldier Support Wing. Without their efforts and 
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comittments the quality and tempo of training could 

not be maintained. 

 

In December this year, Major Ben Lanskey will 

handover as Officer Commanding Depot Company to 

Major Tom Middleton, a former Regimental Adjutant. 

I shall also handover command of the Unit to 

Lieutenant Colonel Scott Morris.  

 

On a personal note I would like to thank all those of 

the Unit and broader RAR family, including the 

Foundation and Corporation for their support to the 

SOINF and to the Regiment over the past three years. 

 

Duty first, 

 

MJ Constable 

Lieutenant Colonel  

Commanding Officer / Chief Instructor 

Deputy Head of the Royal Australian Infantry Corps               

 

 

MEET OUR NEW NATIONAL BENEFACTORS 

 

We recently welcomed our second and third National 

Benefactors to the Foundation to join the late Mrs 

Shirley East.  Our new National Benefactors are: 

 

WILLIAM  J. FORREST AM, LL.B (Hons.), MBA 

 

Bill Forrest was born and educated in Melbourne.  Bill 

joined Melbourne University Regiment (MUR) in 

March 1963 whilst studying law.  He was 

commissioned in 1966 as a Lieutenant in the Royal 

Australian Infantry Corps.  Soon after he was admitted 

to practise law in 1968, Bill commenced full-time duty 

in the Citizen Military Forces.  After completing the 

battle-efficiency course at Canungra, Bill spent time at 

the Infantry Centre, and deployed to Vietnam, as the 

Administrative Officer of the 1st Australian 

Reinforcement Unit.  Bill was posted to 9 RAR in 1969 

when LTCOL Alby Morrison was the CO and served 

as a platoon commander in C Coy with Peter 

Cosgrove. 

 

After Vietnam, Bill Forrest joined a top law firm in 

Melbourne and in 1973 he completed his master’s 

degree in business administration at Harvard 

University.  Bill retired from the Citizen Military 

Forces in September 1979. 

Bill Forrest returned to Melbourne, re-joining his old 

law firm in October 1982.  In June 1995 he retired 

from the firm to pursue his many other interests.  Bill 

has served on numerous boards: from listed companies 

to universities and across the arts; in airport 

privatisation; financial services; and in health, education 

and sport.  In June 2005 he was appointed a member 

of the Order of Australia (AM) for services to the 

community as a benefactor and advisor to charitable 

organisations.  He became a National Benefactor of the 

Foundation in November 2012 and in so doing, 

dedicated his benefaction in honour of the Morrison 

family for their exceptional service to Australia. 

 

 

PHILLIP J. FLOWER 

 

Mr Phillip Flower.  Phillip was a National Servicemen 

who completed his obligation with one of our 

Battalions in South Vietnam.  He has been an ardent 

supporter of the Foundation since its inception in 

1993.  His motivation for support is love of the 

Regiment and a desire to see an organisation such as 

ours that look after the current day diggers.  Before and 

after his service Phillip worked in industry, government 

and academia.  He is retired and lives in Victoria. 

 

 

 
Taken at Kuala Kangsar in Malaya in 1956, the officers of C 

Company 2RAR. 
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CORPORATE SPONSORS 

 

Aspen Medical Pty Ltd 

Electro Optic Systems Pty Ltd 

Spearpoint Solutions & Technology Pty Ltd 

 

NATIONAL BENEFACTORS 

 

The late Mrs Shirley East 

Mr WJ Forrest 

Mr PJ Flower 

 

BENEFACTORS 

 

Warrant Officer Class One DJ Allen 

Lance Corporal IR Anderson 

The late Colonel JD Andrew 

Brigadier C G Appleton 

Private BG Arnold 

Colonel WJ Austin 

Captain WD Baker 

Private JC Baldwin 

Lieutenant Colonel M Bassingthwaighte 

Warrant Officer Class Two BA Bates 

General Sir P H Bennett 

Lieutenant Colonel MJ Birtles 

Brigadier MD Bornholt 

The late Mr JR Brazell 

Private ML Brock 

Captain J Brook 

The late WO1 R Bucknell 

Private DP Carrick 

Mr WER Carter 

Private ML Casey 

Colonel JM Church 

Lieutenant Colonel DS Clarke 

Private SA Clarke 

Commander DE Clinch 

Major General Adrian Clunies-Ross 

Warrant Officer Class One SA Colman 

Major G Colton 

Corporal R Cooper  

Captain SN Croft 

Major C Cromhout 

Major G A Crosland 

Major T Daniels 

Warrant Officer Class One IA D’Arcy 

Major M Defina 

Colonel JC Dittmar 

Private CC Donaghue 

Captain JM Donohoe 

Mr C Ellery 

Warrant Officer Class One AJ Feige 

Brigadier CA Field 

Private SP Finnigan 

Private BJ Forner 

Lieutenant T Friend 

Private S Garritty 

Private AG Gawne 

Lieutenant Colonel J George 

Major RI George 

Colonel M S Goodyer 

Corporal M Greenhatch 

Lance Corporal SW Gregory 

Major PG Greive 

Lieutenant IM Guild 

Major L Helmrich 

Private LJ Hill 

Lieutenant Colonel HP Hoebee 

Captain SW Holmes 

Major General JC Hughes 

General D J Hurley 

Lieutenant Colonel TDR James 

Lieutenant Colonel C Johnston 

Private D Johnston 

Major General MJ Keating 

Mr KM Kipping 

Major GM Knowles 

Private LM Krause 

Lance Corporal GR Lang 

Private KM Lynch 

Mr CJ Mayhew 

Mr L McAulay 

Captain N McCarthy 

Major MR McFarland 

Private R McKenna 

Private C McKillop 

Private J McNeilly 

Major General AJ Molan 

Mr JD O’Shea 

Corporal SP O’Shea 

Lieutenant Colonel MB Pears 

Major SA Peachey 

Major General PR Phillips 

Private B Potter 

Major ISA Power 

Private S Preston 

Private JA Reece 

Private MJ Robinson 

Private MA Rogers 

Warrant Officer Class One CW Russell 

Sergeant RA Schrader 

Sergeant A Scott 

Brigadier BAR Scott 

Warrant Officer Class one JR Sheahan 

Brigadier JJ Shelton 

Colonel TA Simkin 

Mr M Skennar 

Captain TS Slatter 

Private JN Sorraghan 

Captain GR Sowiak 

Lieutenant Colonel CR Smith 

Captain R Spackman 

Warrant Officer Class Two SG St Clair 

Major MW Stevens 

Mr J Stringfellow 

Private DB Sullivan 

The late Colonel R Sutton 

Lieutenant Colonel IC Teague 

Lieutenant Colonel AK Treble 

Private DJ Underwood 

Captain AB Vanden Hengel 

Warrant Officer Class Two RS Varcoe 

Mr AR Vockler 

Major JCM Walters 

Major R W Weir 

Mr L V Westende 

Sergeant MS Woodney 

 

 



LIFE GOVERNORS 

 

 MAJ GEN P J Abigail  

 The late LT COL C J Adamson 

 WO1 D J Allen 

 PTE M J Allmark 

 The late  MR R A Anderson 

 CAPT W M Anderson 

 LCPL I R Anderson 

 CPL O N Anderson 

 The late COL J D Andrew 

 MR A Ang 

 PTE N S Anthony 

 BRIG C G Appleton 

 LT C R Armitage 

 MAJ GEN P M Arnison  

 PTE B G Arnold 

 WO D M Ashley  

 COL W J Austin 

 LT COL G M Bagot  

 PTE R A Bailey 

 CAPT W D Baker 

 PTE J V Baker 

 PTE J C Baldwin 

 LCPL D Barnett 

 LTCOL P J Barta 

 LT COL M B Bassingthwaite 

 WO2 B A Bates 

 CAPT J D Bathgate 

 REV J S Belmonte 

 WO2 J M Bennett 

 CAPT C J Bennett 

 GEN Sir P H Bennett 

 MAJ S N Bernardo 

MAJ A R Birch 

LT COL M J Birtles 

COL J P Blain 

MAJ GEN M P Blake 

COL J Blaxland 

MR D J Blazely 

MRS M Bolton 

The late MR S Bombell 

PTE G K Bootsma 

BRIG M D Bornholt 

MAJ S Boscato 

LT COL H Bowman 

LT COL S W Brain 

PTE T Bray 

The late MR J R Brazell 

PTE M Brennan 

COL R Brett 

MR R J Briggs 

PTE M L Brock 

CAPT J Brook 

MR N Brown 

MAJ R Brown 

The late WO1 R Bucknell 

CAPT M S Bunker 

The late MR R A Bunting 

MAJ R N Bushby 

CAPT T Butcher 

MAJ J Bywater 

MR I J Cahill 

MAJ GEN J G Caligari  

LT COL M J Callan 

WO2 J Callcott 

PTE M J Cameron 

LT COL I T Campbell 

MAJ GEN A J Campbell 

PTE D P Carrick 

PTE C C Carrigan 

COL M J Carroll 

MR W E R Carter 

CAPT P M Carter 

The late MR R G Carter 

PTE M L Casey 

LCPL G T Castro 

BRIG S F Caughey 

PTE J Cavanagh 

PTE L J Challenger 

SGT P Chang 

The late COL D A Chinn 

LT COL E A Chitham  

COL J M Church  

The late COL L G Clark 

The late PTE J M Clark 

LT COL D S Clarke 

PTE S A Clarke 

CMDR D E Clinch 

MAJ GEN A Clunies-Ross  

WO1 G A Cochrane  

BRIG F K Cole 

WO1 S A Colman 

MAJ G J Colton 

CPL R S Condon 

MAJ T Connolly   

MAJ GEN J M Connolly   

The late MR C Constable 

LT COL M J Constable 

CAPT D A Cook 

MAJ T J Cook 

CPL R Cooper 

PTE M L Cope 

The late HON D Corcoran  

CAPT G J S Cornelia 

GEN Sir P J Cosgrove 
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MAJ M A Coutts 

LT COL S Crafter 

PTE B Creek 

CAPT S N Croft 

MAJ C Cromhout 

CAPT R T Crooks 

MAJ G A Crosland 

SSGT R Cross 

The late REV MONS G A Cudmore 

MAJ R Curtis  

MR L A Cusack 

PTE A R Cuthbert 

The late LT GEN SIR T Daly 

MAJ T Daniels 

WO1 J J Daniels 

The late COL P D D'Arcy 

WO1 I A D'Arcy 

LT COL J E Davidson 

The late MR F W Dean 

LCPL A Dean 

CAPT M R Deer 

MAJ M Defina 

MR L A Deglmann 

BRIG P A Deighton 

COL P Desmond 

CAPT M Dirago 

COL J C Dittmar  

LT T I Dobbs 

PTE R J Dodd 

WO2 S Doevendans 

PTE O S Doig 

PTE C C Donaghue 

CAPT J M Donohoe 

MR R J Doolan 

MR W F Douglass 

WO2 G G Doyle 

LT COL C H Ducker  

WO2 S Duggan 

The late MR H Dunkley 

BRIG S J Dunn 

The late COL C H A East 

The late MRS S East 

LT COL A J  Egan 

PTE D R Ejlak 

DR C Ellery 

COL M Elliott 

LTCOL J M Elwin 

BRIG J Essex-Clark 

LT GEN M Evans 

PTE K Fabreschi 

WO1 A J Feige 

WO2 J G Ferguson 

BRIG C A Field 

BRIG A Findlay 

CAPT J A Finger 

PTE S P Finnigan 

The Hon T A Fischer 

MR C E Fitzgerald 

MAJ M P Flanagan 

SGT S D Flatman 

BRIG R S Flint 

MR P J Flower 

COL Q L Flowers 

PTE A Ford 

PTE B J Forner 

MR W J Forrest 

PTE N J Forster 

The late WO B W Foster 

CAPT D Foster 

CAPT J T Frankcombe 

PTE J J Franklin 

COL D G Franklin  

MAJ K S Fraser 

LT C N Fraser 

PTE T J Freitag 

MAJ D M French 

BRIG J J Frewen 

LT T D Friend 

SGT J R Fulford 

COL S L Gabriel  

WO1 W J Gall 

COL A D Gallaway 

MAJ Z Gamble 

MAJ T J Gardiner 

CPL A D Gardner 

LT COL M E Garraway  

PTE S Garritty 

The late WO2 N Gathercole 

PTE A J Gatt 

PTE A G Gawne 

MAJ R I George 

LTCOL J George  

The late MR E Giffin 

PTE B Gillard 

WO1 A B Gillman  

LT T A Glover 

LT COL S C Goddard 

CAPT G L Godkin 

The late LT COL J B Godwin 

MAJ G Goldsmith 

COL D V Goldsmith  

PTE M R Goodwin 

LT A R Goodwin 

COL M S Goodyer 

MAJ T J Gordon 

MAJ D H Gosman 

BRIG S C Gould 

CAPT P W Graham 
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MR J W Grant 

PTE K G Grealy 

COL P N Greenhalgh  

SGT M J Greenhatch 

CAPT K V Greenwood 

LCPL S W Gregory 

MAJ P G Greive 

BRIG L R Greville 

LT COL I M Guild  

MAJ P F Ham 

MAJ G R Hansen 

LT COL J C Harding  

The late CPL R Harper-Green 

WO2  L J Hart 

The late GEN SIR F Hassett 

The late COL J B Healy 

LT COL K D Heany 

BRIG I J C Hearn 

WO2 D M Heaslip 

CAPT C Heath 

MAJ E J Hedges 

MAJ L Helmrich  

PTE D A Heyne 

LCPL J A Hill 

PTE L J Hill 

LT B E Hodge 

LT COL H P Hoebee 

CPL R Hogno 

CAPT J Hohnen 

BRIG T H Holland 

PTE D G Holloway 

CAPT L D Holloway 

CAPT S W Holmes 

PTE S E Hopkins 

PROF D M Horner  

SGT G Howard 

MAJ GEN B W Howard  

WO1 G L Hughes 

MAJ GEN J C Hughes  

The late MAJ GEN R L Hughes  

GEN D J Hurley 

COL J M Hutcheson 

The late BRIG O D Jackson 

COL B N James 

MR A James 

LT COL T D R James 

MAJ C S James 

MAJ GEN W B James  

MAJ GEN P M Jeffery  

WO2 M J Jelinek 

LT B P Johanson 

CAPT C A Johnson 

LTCOL CA  Johnston 

PTE D Johnston 

CAPT C J Johnston 

PTE D Jones 

MR J Joycey 

PTE S L Kaylinger 

MAJ G M Keating 

MAJ GEN M J Keating  

CPL D Keighran  

MAJ GEN M A Kelly  

PTE S Kempe 

PTE S Kennealy 

SGT G J Kermode 

PTE W B Kidd 

LT COL D J Kilcullen 

MR K M Kipping  

MAJ G M Knowles 

PTE L M Krause 

PTE C G Lacey 

The late PTE M Lambert 

The late  COL H M Lander 

PTE D L Landt-Isley  

LCPL G R Lang 

COL P J Langford 

COL J O Langtry  

CAPT T M Larter 

CAPT D P Lea 

LT GEN P F Leahy  

LT COL M D Lean 

CAPT C J Leeds 

COL P Leeson 

LT COL E P Lenaghan 

CAPT A Lenard 

SGT R J Lewin 

CPL T J Lewis 

WO2 B J Lipman 

PTE S R Livori 

LT COL A D Lowe 

MAJ D D Lowson 

PTE K M Lynch 

WO 1 B P Lynch 

PTE J MacArthur VI - Mascot 

LT COL I B Mackay 

BRIG M Mahy 

The late COL D J Mannett 

PTE A P Marks 

PTE M Maroge 

CAPT J Martin 

MR C J Mayhew 

MR L McAulay 

CAPT M K McBride 

MAJ J F McCaffery 

LT COL D W McCammon 

The late LT COL A McCann 

CAPT N McCarthy 

MAJ D S McCarthy 
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The late LT COL E M McCormick  

MAJ D McDaniel 

The late LT COL D V McDermott 

MAJ M R McFarland  

The late LT P J McKay 

LT COL G McKay  

PTE R McKenna 

LT COL D K McKerral 

PTE C D McKillop 

PTE E McLachlan 

CPL A J K McNeil 

PTE J McNeilly 

WO1 S B McPhee 

PTE H McRobbie 

COL D J Mead 

MR T J Meissner 

CAPT B A Michelberg 

PTE A P Middleton 

LT COL C G Miles 

MR D G Mitchell   

MAJ A C Mitchell-Taylor  

MAJ GEN A J K Molan 

The late MRS P Montgomerie 

WO2 C D Moore 

The late MAJ R J Moran 

CPL A R Moran 

PTE M Morris 

The late MAJ GEN A L Morrison 

LT COL M C Morrison 

LT GEN D L Morrison  

The late BRIG W J Morrow 

CAPT C Moss 

LT COL M Mumford  

WO1 D J Murch 

FATHER G J Murphy 

WO2 M Murphy 

LT COL M J Musgrave 

PTE M B Nelson 

The late LTCOL the Hon KE Newman 

MAJ GEN M P J O'Brien  

The late LT COL B S O'Dowd  

MR P Oldham 

CAPT R U Omagi 

MAJ R J O'Neill 

WO2 J P Osborne 

CPL S P O'Shea   

MR J D O'Shea  

LCPL A N Osis 

The late LT COL E J O'Sullivan 

MAJ L T Partridge 

PTE D L Pate 

LT COL J Patten-Richens 

AVM J A Paule 

MAJ S A Peachey 

MAJ K G Pearce 

LT COL M B Pears 

LT COL A T Pembroke  

LCPL L Perkins 

CPL A J Peters 

LCPL M C Pettett 

BRIG E F Pfitzner 

CAPT M J Phillips 

MAJ GEN P R Phillips  

WO1 S L Podobnik 

The late LT COL H W Pope 

PTE B Potter 

CPL D Powell 

MAJ I S A Power  

PTE B Pownall 

PTE S Preston 

LCPL J L Prewett 

MAJ P F Prickett 

CAPT B A Pronk 

The late MR T E Prosser 

FATHER P J Quilty 

PTE J Quinn 

LTCOL T Ramage 

CAPT A J Rankin 

MAJ D Read 

PTE J A Reece 

WO2 R M Rees 

MR B A Reid  

MR G Reidy 

WO2 M Rice 

BRIG J H Robbins 

PTE S B Roberts 

PTE M J Robinson   

LT COL I J Robinson  

MR A L Rock 

WO2 A P Rogers 

PTE M A Rogers 

SGT C J Rogers 

CPL C E Rohse 

LCPL S M Rosie 

LT COL J B Rowland 

LT COL M A Rozzoli 

LT COL J C Rule 

WO1 C W Russell 

The late WO1 B M Ryan 

WO1 K M Ryan  

MR D Sabben 

PTE B Salm 

MR J Sarks 

MAJ S B Sarlin 

COL R A Sayce  

MAJ P A Scanlan 

PTE O J Scanlon 

LT COL A M Schaper 
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MAJ K W Scheuermann 

SGT R A Schrader 

BRIG B A R Scott 

SGT A Scott 

CPL W D Scott 

COL F P Scott 

MAJ  R A Scutchings 

The late WO1 J Selmes  

VERY REV A Sempell 

MAJ GEN J J Sengelman  

BRIG D G Sharp 

MAJ M F Shea 

WO1 J R Sheahan 

BRIG J A Sheldrick 

BRIG J J Shelton 

CPL J Shirdon 

WO2 A P Shore 

The late WO2 A P Siggers 

MAJ D A Siggers  

COL J A Simeoni 

The late  BRIG M B Simkin 

COL T A Simkin  

COL P K Singh 

LCPL T M Singelton 

MR M Skennar 

MR R Slater 

MAJ GEN M D Slater  

CAPT T S Slatter 

MR P Slattery 

MAJ GEN N R Smethurst  

MR K A Smith 

MR D R Smith 

BRIG S L Smith 

MAJ J M B Smith 

LT COL B A Smith 

LT J D Smith 

MR I B Smith 

LT COL D J Smith 

MAJ GEN M G Smith  

LT COL C R Smith  

MR R E Smith  

MAJ A M F Somerville 

MAJ D M Sommers 

PTE J N Sorraghan 

CAPT G R Sowiak 

CAPT R Spackman 

CAPT A E Sparkes 

WO2 S G St Clair 

MAJ P G Stammers 

PTE L M Stapely 

PTE  S P Starling 

PTE S Steer 

MR R Stein 

MAJ M W Stevens 

The late MAJ L A Stewart 

LT COL J M Stewart 

LT COL W B Stothart  

The late MAJ GEN A B Stretton  

MR J Stringfellow 

CAPT C Stuart 

COL S A Stuart 

CAPT S G Sullivan 

PTE D B Sullivan 

The late COL R Sutton 

MR J Swain 

REV H M Swinbourn  

MR C H Swinbourn  

PTE A J Taylor 

LT COL I C Teague 

The late MR H Tedaldi 

WO1 J C Thies 

PTE J C Thompson 

COL N L Thompson  

The late WO1 W T C Thompson  

The late BRIG the Hon D Thomson 

COL R A Tiller 

The late COL C M Townsend 

LT COL A K Treble 

CAPT A D Trembath 

WO1 D Trill 

CAPT M Tull 

The late MR K G Turbayne 

MAJ K P J Tyrrell 

COL N J Underwood 

PTE D J Underwood 

CAPT A B Vanden Hengel 

WO2 R S Varcoe 

MR A R Vockler 

MR M B Von Berg 

COL G R Wainwright 

PTE A J Wallis 

MAJ J C M Walters 

MAJ S C Ward  

MR J Watt 

BRIG N H Weekes 

The late BRIG S P Weir 

MAJ R W Weir 

LT COL N W Welch  

WO1 D J Welsh 

WO2  A West  

MR L V Westende  

SGT D L Wilkins 

CAPT M J Williams 

CPL S M Williams 

GEN S V L Willis  

MAJ GEN R G Wilson  

CPL M D Wood 

WO1 S E Wood 
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PTE K J Woodley 

SGT M S Woodney 

WO K J Woods  

MR E Woodward 

CAPT B L Woolmer 

SGT J J Wootton 

CAPT J Worthington 

CAPT A C Zimmerle 

2 RAR Assoc Inc 

2/32nd Bn AIF Assn 

5 RAR Assoc  

8 RAR Assoc Inc 

9 RAR Assoc Inc 

Central Southern District Council of the RSL 

Larkforce 2/22nd Bn  

RAR Assoc NT 

RAR Assoc QLD 

Western Metro. District Council of the RSL 

Women’s Auxillary Port Kembla RSL 

Women’s Auxillary Wollongong RSL 
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